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P.G.DIPLOMA EXAMINATION, May 2015 

(SOFTWARE BASED STATISTICAL ANALYSIS) 

110: BASIC STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY 

Time: Three hours           Maximum : 100 marks 

SECTION – A 
                                          Answer any FIVE Questions                       (5 × 8 = 40) 

1. How will you measure the mean and standard deviation of the given 
univariate data. Also write down its merit and demerits.   

2. Discuss the terms:  (i) Skewness and (ii) Kurtosis.  

3. What do you mean by the regression coefficients? State its properties.   

4. Explain the computational procedure of Spearman’s rank correlation 

coefficient.  

5. Define the term Probability? State addition and multiplication theorems on 
probability.  

6. What is hypothesis? Explain its significance in statistical analysis.   

7. Define:  (1) Binomial distribution   (2) Exponential Distribution.  

8. How will you test the significance of difference between two population 
proportions? 

SECTION – B 
                                           Answer ALL Questions                            (5 × 12 = 60) 

9. a) Present the following data in the form of a frequency table with 10 
classes of equal width and hence draw Histogram.  
41 17 83 63 54 92 60 58 70 06 67 82 33 44 57 

36 52 32 75 60 33 09 72 28 30 42 93 43 80 03 

63 11 35 82 10 23 00 41 60 32 72 52 92 88 62 

49 34 73 54 63 32 57 67 24 64 55 60 33 40 57 

. 
(OR) 

 b) The following data were obtained 10 CBSE students scores based on 

random sampling from two cities of Tamil Nadu. Find the city which is 
more consistent according to scores.  

Tirunelveli : 70 85 90 80 95 79 90 85 90 85 

Coimbatore : 80 70 80 90 75 90 70 60 80 60 
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10. a) Find the Karl Pearson’s coefficient of correlation between the internal 

test score and end semester examination scores of the students and 
state your comments.  

Internal Scores    : 14 19 24 21 26 22 15 20 19 

End Exam Scores : 31 36 48 37 50 45 33 41 39 

. 
(OR) 

 b) The following table are recorded data showing the test scores made by 
salesman on an intelligence test and their weekly sales: 

Salesman : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Test scores : 24 21 14 19 15 20 19 26 22 

Sales (in ’00 `) 48 37 31 36 33 41 39 50 45 

Calculate the regression line of sale on test score and estimate the 
most probable weekly sales volume if salesman makes a score of 28. 

11. a) The geographical distribution of men workers in a company is as 
follows: 50% come from the East, 30% come from the West, 20% come 

from North and 0% comes from south. The following proportions of the  
men workers wear ties: 80% of the Easterners. 60% of the Westerners 
and 40% of the Northerners, and 0% of the Southerners. A man worker 
is selected at random from the company. Find the probability that the 
selected man worker who wears tie comes from North.   

(OR) 
 b) One hundred ninety-two families had the following distribution of 

albino among the first three children.  

No. of Children : 0 1 2 3 

No. of Families : 77 90 29 5 

Fit a binomial distribution and find the expected frequencies on the 
basis of a theoretical probability 0.25 of a child being born an albino. 

12. a) Explain the concept of sampling distribution and standard error. 
Discuss the role of standard error in large sample theory.  

(OR) 
 b) Discuss in detail the procedure for hypothesis testing.  

13. a) A group of 5 patients treated with medicine A, weights are 42,39,48,60 
and 41 kgs. Another group of 7 patients from the same hospital treated 
with medicine B weights are 38,42,56,64,68,69 and 62 kgs. Do you 

agree with the claim that medicine B increases the weight significantly 
at 5% level of significance? 

(OR) 
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 b) A certain drug is claimed to be effective in curing colds. In an 

experiment on 164 people with cold, half of them were given the drug 
and half of them given sugar pills. The patient’s reactions to the 
treatment are recorded in the following table.  

 Helped  Harmed  No effect 

Drug 52 10 20 

Sugar Pills  44 12 26 

On the basis of this data, can it be concluded that there is significant 
difference in the effect of the drug and sugar pills at 5% level of 
significance? 
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